
 

 

8th GRADE 

~ Students will be introduced to classroom procedures, re-introduced to basic elements of dance, while learning a class warm up, and a class 

dance (large and small group dance) loosely based on hip-hop dance technique 

~ Students will explore and learn about dance forms cultivated in the US & NC, including Shag, and other social dances; Students will have a 

“decade” dance project in which they will present and perform dance based on specific time period  

~ Students will explore creative and abstract movement in dance through an independent project of their choice, using narratives, journaling, song 

lyrics, while integrating a set criteria of elements, choreographic forms and technique 

~ Additionally students will explore dance through video, responding to dance from literary sources, peer/teacher feedback, various forms of 

technology, collaborating a great deal with classmates in dance creation, performing & more! 
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